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CA: The Programme { WP 1
Workpackage 1: Principles of Computing.
Trigger and coordinate brainstorming on `Great Principles of Computing'.
Select and appoint a Management and a Scienti¯c Board.
Organise area workshops and a ¯nal working conference.
Description of Work (months 1{9)
Initiate and nourish a brainstorming exercise on each of a set of \Great
Principles" lying at the heart of Computer Science. (Purpose: kickstart a compound of
activities aimed at identifying Grand Challenges for European Research in CS.)
Activities led by members of the MB and implemented through open calls for
position papers on research challenges, (Internet-based) brainstorming, and
working conferences.
Closing event of WP1: a conference pulling together the separate discussions on
the various `principles'.
During project negotiation: CA's Management Board will be formed. During
WP1, the CA's Scienti¯c Board will be appointed by the Management Board.
Deliverables
D1.1: Formation of Scienti¯c Board (month 5)
D1.2: Meeting and Workshops in WP1 (month 9)
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CA: The Programme { WP 2
Workpackage 2: State-of-the-Art Analysis.
Produce a state-of-the-art analysis.
Start the discuss on the challenges ahead.
Description of Work (months 10{15)
The Scienti¯c Board, bulding on WP1, will produce a comprehensive
state-of-the-art of CS research in Europe.
In parallel, the community will proceed in panels and open e-forums. (Aim: start
discussing the challenges ahead, so as to prepare the ground for WP3)
A workshop during the WP, where the community meets the SB, and a ¯nal
conference, to feed the WP's results back to the community.
Deliverables
D2.1: A State-of-the-Art Analysis of European Computer Science Research.
D2.2: Meetings and Workshops in WP2.
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CA: The Programme { WP 3
Workpackage 3: Grand Challenges.
Production of a list of Grand Challenges for Computer Science.
Description of Work (months 16{24)
Fixed the general purpose, framework and deliverables of WP3, its
implementation may be considerably in°uenced by the outcome of WP2. (This is
where the steering role of the Core Management Group, together with the Management Board,
will come into play.)
Middle-term workshop and a ¯nal conference to interact with the community and
disseminate the workpackage's ¯ndings.
Liaise actively with the Press as a way to communicate beyond the research
community.
The Grand Challenges document will be published widely: Expected targets:
researchers and funding agencies alike (quite independently of its role in the CA).
Deliverables
D3.1: Grand Challenges for European Computer Science Research.
D3.2: Meetings and Workshops in WP3.
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CA: The Programme { WP 4
Workpackage 4: A Research Strategy for 2007{2010.
Production of a Strategic Plan for Computer Science research in 2007{2010
Description of Work (months 25{30)
Starting from WP3, the Scienti¯c Board and the Management Board will jointly
produce a document singling out the research challenges for the short/medium
range (less than ¯ve years). (It is our intention to create a real strategic plan for European
Computer Science research for the years 2007{2010, for research programmes in the EU member
states, and in the EU FP7.)
The closing event of the CA will be a plenary conference, where the strategic plan
will be presented to the community. We will arrange Press releases and sessions
for the Pres
Deliverables
D4.1: A Strategic Plan for European Computer Science Research in 2007{2010.
D4.2: Meetings and Workshops in WP4
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CA: The Resources
Honoraria for SB.
The SB will have a very demanding task. For the CA to be a success, we need to
attract the very leaders of the ¯eld. Need at least ¤10K per SB member per year.
Scienti¯c Meetings.
Will include workshops and working conferences, panels' discussions and
meetings, and discussion groups' activities. Members of the SB will be invited to
meet and discuss with the research community, give and take feedback.
We will need to put in place or hire audio/video conference facilities.
Technical and Clerical Support. We will need to deploy Internet technologies to
coordinate and disseminate the CA's activity and ¯ndings.
Secretarial support for CMG members; funds for the typographical composition of
the ¯nal report
Summary of Financial Requirements.
30 months of activity, a budget of ¤252K plus standard overheads. Tentatively:
¤100K for the SB, ¤45K for the conferences, ¤45K for panel meetings and
contributions to discussion groups; ¤35K for further travel of the SC and the
CMG, and a ¯nal ¤27K for administrative, technical and clerical expenses and
the functioning of the CMG).
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